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MCRC 2022 Mandatory Meeting 
Resolutions Committee Report 

 
To: Mickie Niland, MCRC Chairwoman 
From: Michal Joyner, 2022 MCRC Mandatory Meeting Resolutions Committee Chairwoman 
Barry Wong (LD24 Chairman), Resolutions Committee Co-Chairman 
Tristan Manos (MCRC Member-At-Large), Resolutions Committee Secretary 
CC: Resolutions Committee  
13 Members: 11 Voting, 2 Non-Voting   
LD23 PC Michal Joyner (MCRC 2nd Vice-Chairwoman), Committee Chairwoman 
LD24 PC Barry Wong (LD24 Chairman), Committee Co-Chairman (Non-Voting) 
LD24 PC Tristan Manos (MCRC Member-At-Large), Committee Secretary (Non-Voting) 
LD1 PC Steve McDonald 
LD4 PC Michael Todd 
LD12 PC Joseph Pikosz 
LD13 PC Constantin Querard (Committee Resolution preparation advisor) 
LD18 PC Raphael Ahmed 
LD20 PC Naomi Kruse (LD20 Chairwoman) 
LD23 PC Greg Blaire 
LD24 PC Ryan Williams 
LD26 PC Katherine Bean 
LD27 PC Tracy Ireland (LD27 Chairwoman) 
 
We are pleased to report the results of the MCRC 2022 Mandatory Meeting Resolutions 
Committee.  
 
In compliance with MCRC Bylaws, the Committee considered and took action on all Proposed 
Resolutions timely submitted by the “originator” for “acceptance, rejection, or modification.”  For 
each Proposed Resolution, the Committee verified that the originator was a current MCRC Precinct 
Committeeman and text word counts, excluding the title, did not exceed 250 words. All Proposed 
Resolutions received were timely submitted. 
 
Results: The Committee met on November 27, 2021 at 9:00 AM virtually via Zoom. All Members 
were present. Committee Chair Michal Joyner abstained from voting unless a tie vote occurred ( - 
no ties occurred). Action was taken on 11 Proposed Resolutions (Resolutions). All modified 
Resolutions are presented in this report with modification text incorporated. Following Committee 
action, all modifications were concurred to by Proposed Resolution originators. 
 
Results of Committee Action (Summary) 
Proposed Resolutions: 
Accepted: 10 
Rejected: 1 Pursuant to MCRC Bylaws, a rejected Proposed Resolution is not included in the MCRC 
Official Call Letter and, therefore, will not be voted upon by PCs at the Mandatory Meeting.)  
Modified: 3 of the 10 Accepted were “modified with originators’ concurrence.” 
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MCRC Resolutions and Related MCRC Bylaws: 
MCRC Bylaws | Article VIII Committees | Section 4 - Resolutions Committee 
A. Composition 
The chairman of the Resolutions Committee shall be appointed by the MCRC Chairman, and each District 
Chairman may appoint one member to the Resolutions Committee. 
B. Duties 
The duties of the Resolutions Committee shall be to: 
1. Serve at each Statutory Organizational and Mandatory Meeting of the MCRC, 
2. Consider all resolutions proposed to or initiated by the committee prior to any resolutions being submitted to 
the MCRC, and 
3. Initiate or recommend acceptance, rejection, or modification with originator’s concurrence, of any resolution. 
C. Proposing Resolutions 
1. All resolutions not initiated by the Resolutions Committee must be submitted forty-five (45) days in advance 
of the scheduled Statutory Organizational or Mandatory Meeting. 
2. All resolutions approved by the Resolutions Committee shall be sent to the duly elected PCs with the notice 
of the time and place of such Statutory Organizational or Mandatory Meeting. 
3. Proposed resolutions, other than memorial, shall be no more than 250 words long. 
D. Floor Resolutions 
Any resolution not timely presented to the Resolutions Committee or any resolutions presented to and rejected 
by the Resolutions Committee may be brought to the floor only if it is sponsored by a minimum of one hundred 
(100) PCs present, representing at Least six (6). Districts. Each such resolution, unless previously submitted to 
the resolutions committee and included with the call must be submitted in sufficient copies for all PCs present 
in person. 

 
 
Actions of Resolutions Committee 
 
Proposed Resolution #1: Resolution Expressing Appreciation and Gratitude for the Arizona State 
Senate Audit of the 2020 Maricopa County Election for the Purpose of Upholding Election Integrity  
Originator: Tristan Manos (LD24) 
Accepted: 10 Ayes, 0 Nayes, 1 Abstention 
 
Whereas ongoing controversies related to the official results of the 2020 Maricopa County Election 
(2020 Election) remain unresolved;  
Whereas Maricopa County government failed to maintain appropriate control over the 
administration of the election, essentially turning over partial control to Dominion Voting Systems;  
Whereas the primary purpose of the Audit was to uphold the most basic — and important — 
principles of election integrity;  
Whereas the Audit contractors strived to be a part of the solution to any and all problems observed 
in the administration of the election, up to and including the county canvass and state certification 
of the election results; and  
Whereas the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, Recorder's Office, Elections Department, 
Attorney's Office, and Arizona Secretary of State's Office failed to honor or cooperate with the 
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Audit as appropriate, thus making those government agencies part of the problem, yet those 
agencies blamed problems on the auditors, further undermining the integrity of the 2020 Election; 
now, therefore, be it 
 
Resolved, the Maricopa County Republican Committee hereby: 1. expresses appreciation and 
gratitude for the Arizona State Senate Audit of the 2020 Election;  
2. calls upon Maricopa County government to immediately cooperate with the Audit and 
immediately terminate contracts with Dominion Voting Systems (DVS), including DVS personnel;  
3. urges the Arizona Attorney General to remain committed to a comprehensive investigation of the 
administration and certification of the 2020 Election; and  
4. encourages the Arizona State Legislature and Arizona Governor to immediately enact responsible 
election laws further upholding election integrity in Arizona elections. 
 
Proposed Resolution #2: Call To Action (“Let’s Go Brandon”) 
Originator: Joe Neglia (LD26) 
Rejected: 1 Aye, 9 Nayes, 1 Abstention 
Proposed Resolution #2 is rejected 
 
Proposed Resolution #3: Reaffirming the GOP’s Roots as the Party of all Members Americans 
Originator: Margaret Creedon (LD23) 
Accepted as modified: 10 Ayes, 0 Nayes, 1 Abstention 
 
Whereas the Democrat Party has historically been a party of divisiveness and racism;  
Whereas the Democrat Party continues to display and practice their extreme foundational principles 
through its support of racist and divisive programs and ideas like Critical Race Theory;  
Whereas Democrat Party is  increasingly intolerant of those expressing personal ideas, opinions, or 
values that stray from an increasingly strict devotion to collectivism that is the polar opposite of, 
and enemy of, the freedoms and liberties declared in America's founding documents; Whereas 
through their tax and spend policies that will bankrupt our nation, and their continuous attacks on 
the rights and financial security of everyday Americans, Democrats continue to be the party of 
corruption, beholden to and doing the bidding of big corporations;  
Whereas the Republican Party was founded upon and remains grounded in the tenets of liberty, 
freedom, and equality under the law; and  
Whereas the Republican Party has shown through its steadfast pursuit of lower taxes and fewer 
government regulations, that it is the party of the American people, workers, small businesses, and 
families; now, therefore, be it  
Resolved, that the Maricopa County Republican Committee (MCRC), on behalf of its members: 1. 
reaffirms and declares that the Republican Party is "The Big Tent Party," the party of all Americans; 
2. reaffirms the Republican Party welcomes all people regardless of creed, color, or background; 
and 3. reaffirms that through addition, rather than subtraction, the Republican Party will continue to 
represent the very best values of America and Americans.  
 
Proposed Resolution #4: Thanking Our GOP Congressional Delegation for Voting Against the 
Unconstitutional and Socialist “Build Back Worse” Plan.  
Originator: Russell Pearce (LD25) 
Accepted by unanimous consent voice vote. 
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Whereas Arizonans, like most of America, do not want or support additional massive spending 
packages, tax increases, or radical policies;  
Whereas Joe Biden’s dishonestly labeled “Build Back Better” bill contains free college tuition and 
amnesty for millions of illegal aliens, a doubling of the Internal Revenue Service, a loss of financial 
privacy, language to force taxpayers to pay for abortions, massive tax increases on small businesses 
and the middle class, hundreds of billions of dollars of new spending on Green New Deal style 
initiatives, gun control measures, and other radically bad ideas; and  
Whereas Representatives Biggs, Gosar, Lesko, and Schweikert stood tall in defense of our liberties, 
jobs, and families; now, therefore, be it 
Resolved, the Arizona Republican Party supports and thanks Representatives Biggs, Gosar, Lesko, 
and Schweikert for their patriotism in defending America against reckless and dangerous Democrat 
Socialist legislation. 
 
Proposed Resolution #5: Opposing Property Taxes for Those Over 65 
Originator: Russell Pearce (LD25) 
Accepted: 10 Ayes, 0 Nayes, 1 Abstention 
 
Whereas Property Tax is a direct attack on our founding principles of Property Rights and Freedom;  
Whereas the concept of home ownership is itself a mirage when one never fully owns their home, 
thanks to the annual lien (property taxes) government places on it;  
Whereas government’s willingness to allow taxation by special groups like school bonds, overrides, 
healthcare tax districts, and myriad over taxing entities threatens to force citizens from homes they 
can no longer afford – often the same home they were raised in or lived in for decades;  
Whereas many of the most vulnerable are seniors, veterans, widows, widowers, etc.; and Whereas 
we must return to the founding principles of our divinely inspired Constitution and offer protection 
from immoral plunder by government through excessive taxation; now, therefore, be it 
Resolved, the Maricopa County Republican Party supports any efforts to begin to deal with property 
taxes, starting with our senior citizens 65 and older on only their primary property, so that those 
who have paid taxes all of their lives will be able to live their final years with the peace of mind that 
comes with knowing they are safe.  
 
Proposed Resolution #6: In Support of Parental Involvement and Choice in Education 
Originator: Russell Pearce (LD25) 
Accepted as modified: 9 Ayes, 1 Naye, 1 Abstention 
 
Whereas Republicans, like most Americans, believe that parents, not bureaucrats, should be making 
decisions for their children’s education;  
Whereas it is a core conservative belief that the people who matter most in our schools are our 
students and our teachers, even though liberals believe it is the administrators, diversity training 
officers, and vaccine mandate supervisors; and  
Whereas what remains of the old public school monopoly continues to fight to obstruct efforts to 
expand school choice in Arizona, because they are desperate to hang on to as much money and 
control as they can for as long as possible; and  
Whereas today’s Democrat Party is targeting parents and has weaponized the Department of Justice 
to pursue parents who oppose radical curriculum like Critical Race Theory; and  
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Whereas Arizona parents know what is best for their children and deserve as many education 
options as possible; now, therefore, be it  
Resolved, that the Maricopa County Republican Party remains 100% committed to expanding 
school choice options for students and parents; and further be it  
Resolved, that the Maricopa County Republican Party encourages parents to rise up, run for school 
board offices, and make their voices heard, and that the Maricopa County Republican Party will 
support those efforts whenever possible; and further be it  
Resolved, that the Maricopa County Republican Party calls attention to, and opposes Republicans 
who campaign as conservatives while voting against school choice and against the best interests of 
students and parents – specifically Representatives Joanne Osborne, Michelle Udall, and Joel John. 
 
Proposed Resolution #7:  In support of a Strong Republican Form of Government 
Originator: Russell Pearce (LD25) 
Accepted by unanimous consent voice vote. 
 
Whereas our Republic was ordained of God and implemented by inspired Founders who committed 
their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honor to give us this Constitutional Republic;  
Whereas our Bill of Rights, that protects our rights and liberties, was paid for by the shedding of 
blood of Patriots who ran into the fire, not from it, all in defense and preservation of our God-given 
freedoms;  
Whereas we have a Union of 50 sovereign states and this Republic can only be saved by the states 
recognizing their duty and sovereign powers;  
Whereas in the age of Joe Biden, it has fallen to conservative states like Arizona to protect our 
liberties and freedoms, by protecting our Constitution and working together to nullify any and all 
actions not enumerated in the Constitution;  
Whereas we the people of the State of Arizona cannot stand on the sidelines and be spectators to the 
destruction of this Republic, rather we must defend our Republic against enemies both foreign and 
domestic; now, therefore, be it  
Resolved, The Maricopa County Republican Party recognizes Arizona’s sovereignty and the 
Constitution’s limitations on government to protect our liberties, rights and freedoms, and 
encourages our Legislators to use their power to work with other states and protect and preserve our 
Republic. 
 
Proposed Resolution #8: Opposing Use of and Acceptance of Consular Cards 
Originator: Russell Pearce (LD25) 
Accepted: 10 Ayes, 0 Nayes, 1 Abstention 
 
Whereas SB1420 and its companion bill HB2458 legalized the use and acceptance of Consular 
Cards, commonly used by illegal aliens, terrorists and smugglers according the FBI and Justice 
Department;  
Whereas SB1420 requires district or charter schools to accept consular identification cards as 
verifiable documentation of residency;  
Whereas federal law 8 USC 1324 states that any person that encourages or induces, in any way, 
illegal aliens to come to or remain in the United States, is committing a felony;  
Whereas according to testimony from Steve McGraw, Assistant Director of The Office of 
Intelligence, FBI, before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Border Security, and 
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Claims on Consular ID Cards "Federal officials have arrested alien smugglers who have had as 
many as seven different Matricula Consular cards in their possession"; and  
Whereas after 9/11 these cards were rightfully rejected both in Arizona and across the nation, until 
Senator Paul Boyer introduced a bill to force Arizonans to recognize them, rallying Democrats 
around the cause and fooling some Republicans into supporting it; now, therefore, be it 
Resolved, the Maricopa County Republican Party rejects this legislation and all legislation that 
promotes abuse of the rule of law, threats to our citizens and taxpayers, and encourages illegal 
aliens to break the law in coming and staying in our country. 
 
Proposed Resolution #9: Holding Michelle Udall Responsible for Her Record 
Originator: Russell Pearce (LD25) 
Accepted: 7 Ayes, 3 Nayes, 1 Abstention 
 
Whereas as a State Representative and Chairman of the House Education Committee, Michelle 
Udall has repeatedly blocked or killed quality education legislation;  
Whereas Michelle Udall killed bills to require the Pledge of Allegience or allow a moment of quiet 
reflection;  
Whereas Michelle Udall blocked efforts to allow Arizona voters a chance to approve school 
consolidation that would have saved approximately $500 Million a year from administrative costs 
that could have been redirected into classrooms;  
Whereas Michelle Udall killed bills to require schools to teach one year of personal life finances 
that would give students important everyday skills like learning how to amortize a loan, balance a 
checkbook, etc;  
Whereas Michelle Udall refused to hear a bill that protected teachers from being forced to honor a 
student’s misguided request by referring to them as a pronoun other than that of their biological sex; 
and  
Whereas Michelle Udall routinely votes with Democrats to kill common-sense conservative bills; 
now, therefore, be it  
Resolved, that the Maricopa County Republican Committee urges Republican voters to hold 
Michelle Udall responsible for her bad voting record on education issues and urges Michelle Udall 
to start putting children before bureaucrats when it comes to education issues 
 
Proposed Resolution: #10 Opposing Reparations for Law Breakers 
Originator: Russell Pearce (LD25) 
Accepted as modified: 10 Ayes, 0 Nayes, 1 Abstention 
Whereas Joe Biden has been working with the ACLU on a plan to give hundreds of millions of 
dollars to illegal aliens who illegally broke into our county, with payments reportedly as much as 
$490,000 to $1,000,000 per family;  
Whereas the Wall Street Journal reported that illegal aliens who came in willful violation of our 
laws, passed by our Congress, per our Constitution, will receive not just a groveling apology from 
the Biden Administration, but huge amounts of cash, all because our government dared to enforce 
its own laws; and  
Whereas never once did Biden suggest that the illegal aliens pay back the American taxpayers for 
the billions they cost our country, in costs related to border security, education, healthcare, 
incarceration, enforcement, etc, not to mention the thousands of American killed, the jobs lost, etc.; 
now, therefore, be it 
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Resolved, that the Maricopa County Republican Committee condemns in the harshest manner any 
form of reward for law breakers and condemns this abuse of power by the Biden Administration as 
both idiotic and destructive.  
 
Proposed Resolution #11: Resolution for Maricopa County Precinct Committeemen to Unify and 
Proactively Work to Elect Republicans in 2022 
Originator: Mickie Niland (LD12) 
Accepted by unanimous consent voice vote.  
 
Whereas Maricopa County Republican Precinct Committeemen are extremely worried about our 
nation;  
Whereas waiting for the “someone else” to fix things doesn’t work;  
Whereas more Republican voters are needed to win elections;  
Whereas we need to meet our Republican voters;  
Whereas we need to be united to win;  
Whereas infighting turns off the public;  
Whereas infighting drains our energy and resources;  
Whereas social media amplifies our “political bubbles”;  
Whereas the American people are fearful and discouraged; and  
Whereas our patriot ancestors turned to God and made Him a priority in their lives; now, therefore 
be it  
Resolved, that Maricopa County Republican Precinct Committeemen will:  
1. work instead of worry;  
2. knock on doors and phone bank;  
3. proactively register voters;  
4. engage with voters in their precinct by holding neighborhood events;  
5. lay aside our infighting and focus on winning;  
6. turn down the vitriol and focus on issues;  
7. ignore the negative and channel our energy into positive outcomes; 8. increase our in-person 
political involvement and meet new people;  
9. present our Republican message in people-centered, positive, and caring ways; and  
10. pray mightily every day for our country.  
 
 
 
 
 


